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I Can Cross Stitch
Stitch for a greener future with this stunning collection of environment and nature focused designs from leading cross
stitch designer Emma Congdon. Whether it’s a plea to save the bees, clean up the oceans, appreciate nature, or unplug
from technology, this celebration of the green movement in thread will remind us of the need to come together to build a
brighter future, one stitch at a time. Emma's iconic designs are universally loved by her fans who have bought over
40,000 of her patterns on Etsy, and who have set up a dedicated fan group on Facebook, where they share their work in
progress and proud finishes. This collection features 20 exclusive designs, each with an easy-to-read full colour and
symbol chart. Alongside the designs, Emma shares her thoughts and inspirations for each one, with a detailed materials
list and instructions for stitching. Beginners to cross stitch will find a helpful guide to the stitches and techniques used –
and the beauty of cross stitch is that if you can sew one cross you can sew all these designs! The designs range in size
from mini hoops to larger scale samplers, so there are options to suit everyone – and they all share Emma's skill with
colour, typography and design which have made her one of the world's best-loved cross stitch designers. Sentiments
include: We don't inherit the Earth from our ancestors, we borrow it from our children Pardon the weeds, we're feeding
the bees Leave nothing but footprints, kill nothing but time Live gently on the Earth Never underestimate the difference
you make The Earth has music for those who listen All good things are wild and free Take care of the Earth and she will
take care of you Between two pines is a doorway to a new world The world is full of magic Cross Stitch for the Earth is
printed on FSC paper, is recyclable, and every purchase includes a donation to Friends of the Earth, an environmental
campaigning community dedicated to the wellbeing and protection of the natural world.
Needlework is America's most popular craft, with about 38 million stitchers according to the Hobby Industry of America.
Subversive Cross Stitch puts a 21st-century spin to this age-old art. Step-by-step instructions for 35 hilarious projects are
sure to appeal to the savvy stitch-n-bitch generation.
Ever wondered what Spock would look like on a baby's onesie? Well, now you can view this fun and entertaining
collection of thirty cross-stitch projects made with love from Star Trek fans. If you're looking for ideas for putting your
favourite Star Trek character on a tote bags or pillow-or perhaps making a lovely "Qo'noS Sweet Qo'noS" framed sign in
the entryway to let everyone know that a Klingon-speaker lives here, then look no further. Star Trek Cross-Stitch not only
showcases some of the fans' biggest creations, it also includes pattern images and photos of every finished project in
use by the creator themselves. Ten of the projects include alternate patterns as well, just in case you'd prefer to see
another quotable phrase on your stitched bookmark, or a different cast of characters on your dish towel.
Cross-Stitch Like a Queen is a celebration of drag and queer culture, perfect for queens, kings, and everybody in
between. Crafty queens and drag enthusiasts alike will love this book with twenty-five designs ranging from sexy pumps
to iconic quotes. Plus, with an alphabet template and extra design elements, you can make your own custom cross-stitch
patterns and crafted quotes. Perfect for fans of RuPaul's Drag Race, members of the LGBTQ+ community, and allies,
this craft book is a celebration of the mantra 'love is love.' Go forth and stitch!
Feminist Stitches offers twelve empowering feminist-themed cross-stitch patterns that celebrate strong women. Decorate
your home with framed pieces or use the patterns to personalize items like denim jackets and backpacks. The book
includes twelve fun and original patterns featuring various designs and quotes that have been popularized by the feminist
movement. The book offers step-by-step instructions with full-color photographs of the finished projects. Cross-stitch
patterns include: Votes for Women (100thAnniversary of 19thAmendment ratification) We Can Do It Don't Tell Me to
Smile Pussy Hat + "Power" Well Behaved Women Seldom Make History R.I.P. Gender Roles Girl Just Want to Have
Fun...damental Human Rights Not Your Babe The Future is Female Smash the Patriarchy I Dissent Resist
If you want to learn how to cross stitch, then get the “How To Cross Stitch” Volume 1. Here are the benefits of getting
this guide. - You can learn a new hobby. - You can make yourself productive during your free time. - You can enhance
your creativity - You can earn money by selling your cross-stitch pieces. - You can develop your skills in embroidery. You can express your artistic talent. - You can exercise logical thinking by analyzing complicated patterns. - You can
create decorative pieces for your home. - Cross stitch can be a highly coveted gift. - Cross stitch also lets you enjoy your
time alone by always keeping busy and excited to see the results of your project. Simplicity is what we aim for in this
book. There are individuals who do not appreciate this form of crafting because they think it is too complicated and
boring. In fact, it’s the complete opposite, because you are a person who is always enthusiastic to create something
beautiful and valuable in terms of effort. This book gives you basic details about cross-stitching, a brief history, a step by
step guide and a general overview of what to expect in accomplishing a cross-stitch project. You can also get useful tips
that you can practice to be able to be efficient in completing the project. The book was made with utmost attention to
details integrated with a direct, to the point approach of instructional information to help you get there fast. As you go
through the book you will see how easy it is to learn cross-stitch step by step. About the Expert Melanie Yap is a mom of
three little girls and likes to spend quality time with her family while doing what she loves the most, which is writing, a
passion that enables her to express her thoughts and share to the world her expertise in many subjects. She is well
skilled in cross stitching and it is one of her favorite hobbies. She cross stitches during her free time and she loves how
she is able to create something that can be used to hang on the wall. She learned how to do cross stitch as a child
because it was part of her school curriculum. After that, she developed a huge interest in it, realizing how it could benefit
her as a person. Over time, she worked her way up from simple patterns to the most complicated ones and she proudly
says that now she has a good collection of her work is able to sell most of them for a good price. The realization came to
her that she needs to share the knowledge with everyone who wants to engage in the same interest, and writing is her
effective tool to share that knowledge. She believes in the power of knowledge which cannot be measured by any
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academic standards. It is a natural gift that needs nourishing, just like a seed needs to grow into a tree, and when the
time comes when the tree bears its fruits, then it is time to share the sweet harvest to world. "Learning is a continuous
process. It never stops, and the only limitation is you." HowExpert publishes quick 'how to' guides on all topics from A to
Z by everyday experts.
Do you like the Christmas holidays? Do you want to learn how to cross stitch? If 'yes' is your answer, this book is for you.
If you prefer to use the best quality graphs while learning, please, be my guest. Learn how to cross stitch quickly with
interesting designs and simple techniques. As a result, you'll have improved your skills and have a few superb stitched
pictures. In this cross-stitch pattern book, you will find the basics of cross-stitching:- How to choose a design and pick up
fabric and floss.- How to make stitches.- How to fix the thread.- How to work with patterns. The book contains 6 author's
cross stitch designs (DMC embroidery floss)Easy-to-do - Amazing-to-look devoted to the holidays (New Year and
Christmas):- Snowflakes- Cross-stitch pattern with deer- Christmas stockings- Snowman- Christmas bells- Christmas
wreathAll the graphs are fairly simple to perform. Simple cross stitch patterns can be done even by beginners. The
designs from the cover are included in the book. Have fun and good luck! Embroidery is one of the oldest ways of
spending time. Since time immemorial, women have engaged in needlework.Cross stitch is considered the easiest of all
the kinds of embroidery. Having mastered the uncomplicated technique, you can create wonderful pictures. Your handmade works will be an outstanding decoration for your home or a memorable gift for your friends. Cross stitch is also one
of the best hobbies for women. This interesting and creative work gives you an opportunity to relax and escape from your
everyday affairs. Make friends with embroidery and you will know what pacification is.Tags: counted cross stitch for
beginners, needlework, needlepoint, embroidery, cross stitch for beginners, cross stitch guide, cross stitch books for
dummies, cross stitch tips, cross stitch instructions, cross stitch ideas, how to cross stitch, cross stitch help, cross stitch
books with pictures, illustrated cross stitch books, cross stitch handbook,cross stitching for beginners, counted cross
stitch for beginners, counted cross stitch project, cross stitch projects
This adorable cross-stitch kit gives kawaii fans everywhere all the materials they need to stitch super-cute designs! Few can resist
the charm of kawaii style (the Japanese word for "cute"). This kit includes everything you need to cross-stitch kawaii masterpieces
including: 32-page book with cross-stitching instructions and patterns (pretty pineapple, blushing berry, mellow melon, sour lemon)
3 pieces of 4" x 4" cotton Aida cloth 3-inch embroidery hoop 2 tapestry needles 4 skeins of embroidery thread
Cross Stitch The Golden Girls includes 12 hilarious patterns featuring imagery and quotes from the four leading ladies. The book
offers step-by-step instructions, with full-color photographs of the finished projects. Over 30 years since its premier, The Golden
Girls is more popular than ever. It's time to celebrate these four fabulous friends—and cross stitch is the perfect way to do it!
Decorate your home with framed finished pieces or use the patterns to personalize household items like tea towels, pillowcases,
and aprons. This fabulous book the following patterns: Rose, Dorothy, Blanche, and Sophia with "Thank You for Being a Friend"
"Shady Pines, Ma!" with trees Sophia portrait with "Picture It…Sicily!" Blanche portrait, a lipstick, and hearts with "Flirting is Part of
My Heritage" Rose and bananas with "The Older You Get, the Better You Get. Unless You're a Banana." Hearts, palm trees, and
flamingos with "East Dirt and Die, Trash." Dorothy on the phone with "No! No, I Will Not Have a Nice Day." Rose and Sophia with
"Have I Given You Any Indication at All That I Care?" "As They Say in St. Olaf…" Shoes, lipsticks, and mirror with "My beauty has
always been a curse." "Dorothy & Rose & Blanche & Sophia" The Girls with "Everything I Know I Learned from Rose, Blanche,
Dorothy & Sophia"
Maximize the fun of needlework and minimize the stress! Discover how relaxing and satisfying crafting can be! In Cross-Stitch to
Calm you'll stitch away your stress with this simple, yet meditative craft. Only a bit of embroidery floss, a needle, and fabric are
needed. 40 unique, yet simple cross-stitch patterns are featured, along the themes of Creatures, Nature, Symbols, and Words.
Plus, author Leah Lintz has included an introductory chapter that that explains the basics of cross-stitch, as well as easy
techniques for finishing and displaying your project. Through beautiful imagery and easy-to-stitch shapes, Cross-Stitch to Calm will
help you enjoy a new pastime while creating beautiful art for yourself and others.
..".not only simplifies this needlecraft but also expands readers' horizons well beyond the traditional 'x marks the spot.' Each
chapter, from getting started to finishing techniques, is filled with incredible detail. Her 'stitch perfect' sidebars, for example, feature
great advice from the perspective of an experienced stitcher....A 39-stitch and 59-motif library will give sewers a wide spread of
available projects, whether a single object Victorian posy or complex winter sampler."--"Booklist."
Crafty activists will love this snarky book with its 40 irreverent, feminist-themed cross-stitch patterns. Whether you want to proudly
announce that you're a nasty woman or remind others that a woman's place is in the revolution, you'll find edgy slogans, sharp oneliners, and cheeky images that make fabulous wall art or gifts. An illustrated basics section provides beginners with information on
materials, tools, techniques, and framing your finished pieces.
Pick up a needle and thread and be inspired by these delightful, contemporary cross stitch designs that will give delight as gifts or
to show off in your home. Cross-stitch is a traditional craft that allows beginners and experts alike to enjoy the experience of
creating something, whether it's for themselves or a gift for a loved one. As you stitch, you gradually see something pretty come to
life and, once it's finished, you can think, "I made that." Hannah Sturrock loves to stitch and wants to help you to love it, too. Here
she shares over 30 beautiful patterns with you. Discover five chapters of fabulous ideas: For a Beautiful Baby; For Big Kids; For a
Special Occasion; For a Nature Lover; and For the Home. Make an adorable peeping ted pillow for young ones, or a comic-book
style cross-stitched cell phone case. Add an extra handmade touch to presents with stitched gift tags, and create a Christmas toy
sack that will be treasured throughout the years. Bring the beauty of nature into the home with the flower burlap tote and the
stunning floral finch pillow. You can even take cross-stitch to a new level, decorating walls with washi tape birds and stitching
velvet ribbon onto woven chair seats. Make use of other innovative materials, too, including soluble canvas--which allows you to
cross-stitch on any fabric--and glow in the dark embroidery floss. Hannah's designs are a little bit different from what is available
elsewhere. She uses simple outlines with striking patterns and clean, fresh colors, and takes inspiration from new interior fashions,
vintage textiles, nature, toys, and more, always striving to be contemporary and stylish.
Craft your very own Pusheen masterpieces with Pusheen: A Cross-Stitch Kit! Pusheen is the Internet's favorite chubby tabby who
has warmed the hearts of millions with her animated GIFs and comics. For fans of I Am Pusheen the Cat; Pusheen: A Magnetic
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Kit; and the Pusheen coloring books, this craft kit includes everything you need to create cute embroidered designs of the lazy,
lovable feline: A 32-page mini book with cross-stitching instructions and two easy patterns (perfect for beginners and advanced
stitchers alike) Two 5" x 5" pieces of cotton Aida cloth A 3-inch embroidery hoop Two tapestry needles Four skeins of embroidery
thread
Get stitching with this adorable collection of cross-stitch patterns inspired by the greatest TV show of all time: FRIENDS! The One
with All the Cross-Stitch brings your favorite TV sitcom to the craft space in a first-of-its-kind cross-stitch book! Crafty fans of
FRIENDS will love this adorable book and its 25 clever cross-stitch patterns that pay homage to one of the most binged shows
ever. With this book, you’ll be able to relive the very best moments of FRIENDS as you stitch together iconic images like the
Central Perk sign, the chick and the duck, and unforgettable quotes like “PIVOT!” Whether you’re making fabulous wall art to
proudly display your FRIENDS superfandom or one-of-a-kind handmade gifts for your friends and family, this cross-stitch book is a
must-have for any die-hard lover of FRIENDS.
Offers large-scale original cross-stitch patterns, including rustic country landscapes, traditional samplers, animals, florals, and
sepia portraits.
Collects instructions for cross stitching varied miniature motifs
How to cross stitch UNDERTALE patterns.
Do you admire the spring flowers? Do you want to learn how to cross stitch? If 'yes' is your answer, this book is for you. If you
prefer to use the best quality graphs while learning, please, be my guest. Learn how to cross stitch quickly with interesting designs
and simple techniques. As a result, you'll have improved your skills and have a few superb stitched pictures. In this cross-stitch
pattern book, you will find the basics of cross-stitching: How to choose a design and select fabric and floss. How to make stitches.
How to fix the thread. The book contains 5 author's cross stitch patterns (DMC embroidery floss) Easy-to-do - Amazing-to-look
devoted to some spring flowers: - Apple blossom- Poppies- Iris- Tulips- Geometrical design All the graphs are fairly simple to
perform. Simple cross stitch patterns can be done even by beginners. The designs from the cover are in the book. This paperback
version is black and white. All the graphs contain symbols. In the cover, you can see how every design looks in color.Embroidery
is one of the oldest ways of spending time. Since time immemorial, women have engaged in needlework.Cross stitch is considered
the easiest of all the kinds of embroidery. Having mastered the uncomplicated technique, you can create wonderful pictures. Your
hand-made works will be an outstanding decoration for your home or a memorable gift for your friends. Cross stitch is also one of
the best hobbies for women. This interesting and creative work gives you the opportunity to relax and escape from your everyday
affairs. Make friends with embroidery and you will know what pacification is. Have fun and good luck! Tags: cross stitch
instructions, cross stitch tutorial, step by step, cross stitching, cross stitching for beginners, how to cross stitch, learning to cross
stitch, counted cross stitching, how to stitch, symboled patterns, embroidery, hobby for women, embroidery for beginners, cross
stitching for beginners, counted cross stitch for beginners, cross stitch projects, cross stitch ideas
CROSS-STITCH GOES WITCHY WITH DARK AND ELEGANT DESIGNS From spooky skulls to ghoulish graveyards, Lindsay
Swearingen of Tusk and Cardinal gives cross-stitch a dark yet whimsical update. Curious creatures like phantom felines,
legendary fixtures from folklore like Baba Yaga and all manner of haunted houses make the perfect subjects for these needlework
masterpieces. Fun and easy to learn, cross-stitch is an art form that truly anybody can master. Lindsay gives you a crash course in
the basics to ensure you have all the materials and techniques you need to start off on the right foot. Then, dive into her incredible
patterns and stitch yourself some oddities that range from quirky to downright eerie. Anyone with an appreciation for the macabre
will swoon for patterns like Lovers’ Graves, which features twin headstones and a heart-shaped weeping willow. Meanwhile, the
ghosts, ghouls and ghastly bats of Trick or Treat and Haunted Wings are perfect pieces to hang on your wall to keep the spirit of
Halloween in your home year-round. With moody tones, muted hues and spooky subjects, this collection of bewitching patterns
makes it easy to add a little subversive charm to your cross-stitch repertoire.
Learn to cross-stitch and create fun wall décor, pillows, tote bags, keepsake boxes, and so much more! Easy-to-understand, stepby-step instructions, color charts, photos, and illustrations guide beginner cross-stitchers through each project. Who knew learning
could be so much fun and so colorful?
A Book of the Month Club's Crafter's Choice! Cross-stitch is a traditional hobby — but your designs don't have to be! These more
than 130 patterns reflect a modern sensibility, with motifs ranging from trendy to vintage to kitschy, so there's something here for
everyone. All are designed to fit into a 6-inch or smaller embroidery hoop, making them quick projects that can be finished in an
evening or weekend. If you're feeling ambitious, the small designs can be assembled to form a larger piece. Patterns are
organized according to theme: animals; designs, including flowers and snowflakes; home and hearth, consisting of more than 40
patterns that range from a patchwork heart and an antique sewing machine to teapots, a watering can, and variations on "home
sweet home"; nature; and charming patterns for special occasions. A brief introductory section offers advice on getting started,
tools and supplies, and stitching. "A treat! Cross-stitchers will love this book." — Christian Fiction and More
Presents a project-based magazine dedicated to the renaissance within the world of crafts. This premier issue features 23 projects
such as making a programmable LED shirt, turning dud shoes into great knitted boots, felt an iPod cocoon, embroider a
skateboard, and others.
Celebrate and explore America's most glorious natural and historic sites with America the Beautiful Cross Stitch, featuring 30
colorful patterns depicting the country's most popular national parks and monuments.
The officially licensed Evil Dead 2 cross-stitch craft book from renowned horror stitcher Rebecca Martz-Burley! Featuring over 20
patterns to create Evil Dead 2 artwork or adorn and customize items in your home!
• "Deliciously entertaining!" —People Magazine's "People Pick" • Entertainment Weekly's "MUST List" • O Magazine’s "15 Best
Beach Books of the Year So Far" • Bustle "Best Book of April" • Refinery29 "Best Book of April" • Cosmopolitan "Best Book of
April" • Woman's Day's "27 Fiction Books of 2019 to Add to Your Reading List ASAP" • BookBub's "Biggest Books of April" •
PopSugar's "30 Must-Read Books of 2019" A twisty, compelling new novel about one woman's complicated relationship with her
mother-in-law that ends in death... From the moment Lucy met her husband’s mother, she knew she wasn’t the wife Diana had
envisioned for her perfect son. Exquisitely polite, friendly, and always generous, Diana nonetheless kept Lucy at arm’s length
despite her desperate attempts to win her over. And as a pillar in the community, an advocate for female refugees, and a woman
happily married for decades, no one had a bad word to say about Diana...except Lucy. That was five years ago. Now, Diana is
dead, a suicide note found near her body claiming that she longer wanted to live because of the cancer wreaking havoc inside her
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body. But the autopsy finds no cancer. It does find traces of poison, and evidence of suffocation. Who could possibly want Diana
dead? Why was her will changed at the eleventh hour to disinherit both of her children, and their spouses? And what does it mean
that Lucy isn’t exactly sad she’s gone? Fractured relationships and deep family secrets grow more compelling with every page in
this twisty, captivating new novel from Sally Hepworth. Praise for Sally Hepworth: “With jaw-dropping discoveries, and realistic
consequences, this novel is not to be missed. Perfect for lovers of Big Little Lies.” —Library Journal, starred review "Hepworth
deftly keeps the reader turning pages and looking for clues, all the while building multilayered characters and carefully doling out
bits of their motivations." —Booklist
101 Christmas Minis -- Book 2 (Leisure Arts #5523) is packed with petite cross stitch designs by Holly DeFount of Kooler Design
Studio. These traditional holiday designs are wonderful for finishing as ornaments or using to embellish other decorations and
gifts. Designs portray Nativity scenes, Santas, snowmen, florals, toys, elves, stars, candles, greetings, pets, music, and more.
When stitched on 18-count fabric, they all fit inside a 2 -inch diameter opening. Full-color charts and basic cross stitch diagrams
and instructions are included.
Shares fifty cross-stitch patterns that express snarky sentiments, and includes four font designs and a discussion of basic
techniques.
Cross stitch is making a comeback among modern makers and crafters. Learning how to cross stitch is easy, and these cross
stitch instructions for beginners will get you stitching in no time. Cross stitch is a form of counted thread embroidery that has been
around for ages, and it is one of the easiest forms of hand embroidery to learn. Cross stitch is comprised of X-shaped stitches
done on fabric with an even and open weave like Aida or linen. Designs can be traditional or modern or anywhere in between.
Cross stitch projects are often sold as kits, but you can also purchase basic supplies and come up with your own project.Simplicity
is what we aim for in this book. There are individuals who do not appreciate this form of crafting because they think it is too
complicated and boring. In fact, it's the complete opposite, because you are a person who is always enthusiastic to create
something beautiful and valuable in terms of effort.This book gives you basic details about cross-stitching, a brief history, a step by
step guide and a general overview of what to expect in accomplishing a cross-stitch project. You can also get useful tips that you
can practice to be able to be efficient in completing the project. The book was made with utmost attention to details integrated with
a direct, to the point approach of instructional information to help you get there fast.BUY THIS BOOK AND START CROSS
STITCHING LIKE A PRO.
If you love decorating for Christmas as much as you love counted cross-stitch, you are in for a holiday treat! Noted designer Susan
Ache will help you put the merry in the season with original cross-stitch designs for two dozen 4" x 10" mini stockings. Combine
decorative linen cuffs with whimsical cotton prints to make little stockings you can hang each day in December until the big day
arrives. Whether you tuck in treats and notes for loved ones or simply use them as festive decor, these adorable stockings are
sure to bring joy to all who see them. You'll enjoy stitching them now and displaying them for many years to come. This booklet
contains: 24 cross-stitch patterns in full color Full-size stocking pattern Step-by-step assembly instructions
Get into the holiday spirit when you cross stitch these delightful mini ornaments. With 116 designs to choose from, you are sure to
find just the right ones to stitch for gift giving or to decorate your tree. Choose from Santas, angels, snowmen, wreaths, candy
canes and more, created by Linda Gillum, Barbara Baatz Hillman, and Sandy Orton of Kooler Design Studio. Whether you are
relaxing at home or stitching on the go, you will enjoy working on these quick-to-stitch and easy-to-finish ornaments. Mini Cross
Stitch Ornaments (Leisure Arts #4611)
This new book from Japanese cross stitch sensation Makoto Oozu is packed with hundreds of tiny motifs that can be stitched onto
anything from badges and hankies to T-shirts and bags. You will find it impossible to choose a favourite! The book is arranged by
themes inspired by all aspects of everyday life. Take a trip to the toyshop with teddies, dinosaurs, cars, trains and computer
games. Make sure you’re on trend with sunglasses, watches, socks, jewellery and make-up. Visit the shoe shop with different
trainer designs as well as cowboy boots, high heels and sandals. Keep yourself active with boxing gloves, tennis rackets, balls, ice
skates and skis. Stitch up your friends by choosing from different faces and hairstyles. Go wild with dogs, cats, birds and fish. Fill
up on cakes, ice-creams, sushi, spaghetti, dough nuts, wine, beer and biscuits. Get your five a day with carrots, radishes, chillies,
bananas, cherries, a pineapple and a watermelon. Enjoy your free time with TVs, cassette tapes, cameras, sewing equipment and
tools. With step-by-step cross stitch instructions for beginners, as well as tips for stitching onto different fabrics, be warned: this is
an addictive hobby! Once you start, you will soon be stitching these super awesome motifs onto anything and everything.
From the OG of the Subversive Cross Stitch movement (and brand of the same name) comes Super Subversive Cross Stitch.
Featuring 50 easy-to-make designs—both brand-new patterns and fan favorites—stitched together with trademark wit. Don't freak
out. Don't make this about you. May your life be as amazing as you pretend it is on Facebook. What fresh hell is this? Not today,
Satan. Super Subversive Cross Stitch/ is here to provide crafters with the snarky inspirations they love to stitch. The book features
50 patterns--23 brand-new designs and 27 fan favorites--along with easy-to-follow instructions for the beginner and fonts and
designs for adventurous crafters looking to customize their creations. It recasts a traditional, dare we say "sentimental," craft into a
modern, relevant art form. It's the latest offering in the Subversive Cross Stitch brand, beloved by legions of DIYers. Less messy
than graffiti, Super Subversive Cross Stitch allows crafters to adorn walls with political pith and irreverent twists on classic quotes
("I think, therefore I drink," "Let the good times be gin"). “This book reminds me that I'm not alone in being crafty and sweary all at
the same time. Pass the gin.” —Jenny Lawson, New York Times–bestselling author of Furiously Happy, Let’s Pretend This Never
Happened, and Broken "Julie is the true OG of the subversive cross-stitch movement. Modern cross-stitch design would not be
what it is today without her. She is a positive and supportive force in the cross-stitch community, providing mentorship to other
designers and welcoming new stitchers into the hobby. I am so excited about her new book!" —Stephanie Rohr, Author of Feminist
Cross-Stitch
A fun, witty, nerdy, and irreverent craft book for the modern cross-stitcher. Sometimes it's good to be a little...improper. Profane,
funny, and smart, Haley Pierson-Cox's IMPROPER CROSS-STITCH invites the modern crafter to bring personality and humor to
their cross stitch projects. From a fully designed "Damn it feels good to be a crafter" to the beautiful Art Deco inspired "fuck,"
Haley's patterns are fresh, lively and just what the crafter ordered. In this book, she'll introduce readers to the joys of stitching the
naughty, the profane, the irreverent, and the just plain awesome. First, she starts with a basic lesson in cross-stitch technique, no
previous experience required. Then, once readers know your way around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the books
moves on to the designs—35 in total, ranging from hip, to nerdy, to ironically domestic—where Haley encourages crafters to
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embrace their inner snark with gleeful abandon. Her easy to follow instructions and colorful designs can make a cross stitcher out
of anyone. In all her years of crafting, Haley's learned many things, but this simple fact remains one of the most important: There is
absolutely nothing in this world quite so satisfying as enshrining something deeply inappropriate within the delicate stitches of a
cross-stitch sampler. It's truly one of life's great delights!
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